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Servant of the Crown
Set in an alternate Europe where bloody conflicts rage, the third book of the Crown of Stars epic fantasy series continues
the world-shaking conflict for the survival of humanity It is a crucial time in the war-torn kingdoms of Wendar and Varre, a
moment when even one wrong decision can tilt the balance of events into total disaster. For Sanglant—King Henry’s
son—and Liath—the woman he loves—the offer of both a haven from their enemies and the chance for Liath to study the
ancient lore with those who claim her as their own, seems like the answer they have been seeking. But no place can truly
be safe for them. Both their lives and their love will be at risk when they are forced to choose which pathway each will
follow—lured by the equally strong demands of politics, forbidden knowledge, and family. Liath, born with a dangerous
power beyond her control, is torn between her longing for Sanglant and the child they are about to have and the call of
sorcery, which can open the way into the land of the Aoi, the Lost Ones. And even as Liath struggles with magic’s seductive
spell, Sanglant’s Aoi mother returns to the mortal world, seeking the son she abandoned as a babe. As the fates of
kingdoms shift with the changing fortunes of those caught up in the dangers of both civil war and continuing attacks by the
nonhuman Eika and the Quman invaders, time is running out for Liath, Sanglant, King Henry, and the people of Wendar and
Varre. For the time of cataclysm is fast approaching—and no one can foretell who will survive—or rule—when it is over….

Well of Darkness
"Gorgeous and richly imagined."—Sara Raasch, New York Times bestselling author of the Snow Like Ashes series "Teeming
with hidden magic and fiery romance."—Sabaa Tahir, #1 New York Times bestselling author of An Ember in the Ashes
Perfect for fans of Shadow and Bone and Red Queen, The Crown’s Game is a thrilling and atmospheric historical fantasy set
in Imperial Russia about two teenagers who must compete for the right to become the Imperial Enchanter—or die in the
process—from debut author Evelyn Skye. Vika Andreyeva can summon the snow and turn ash into gold. Nikolai Karimov can
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see through walls and conjure bridges out of thin air. They are enchanters—the only two in Russia—and with the Ottoman
Empire and the Kazakhs threatening, the tsar needs a powerful enchanter by his side. And so he initiates the Crown’s
Game, an ancient duel of magical skill—the greatest test an enchanter will ever know. The victor becomes the Imperial
Enchanter and the tsar’s most respected adviser. The defeated is sentenced to death. Raised on tiny Ovchinin Island her
whole life, Vika is eager for the chance to show off her talent in the grand capital of Saint Petersburg. But can she kill
another enchanter—even when his magic calls to her like nothing else ever has? For Nikolai, an orphan, the Crown’s Game
is the chance of a lifetime. But his deadly opponent is a force to be reckoned with—beautiful, whip smart, imaginative—and
he can’t stop thinking about her. And when Pasha, Nikolai’s best friend and heir to the throne, also starts to fall for the
mysterious enchantress, Nikolai must defeat the girl they both love . . . or be killed himself. As long-buried secrets emerge,
threatening the future of the empire, it becomes dangerously clear . . . the Crown’s Game is not one to lose.

The Burning Stone
An exiled captain returns to help the son of the king who died under his protection in this rich and multi-layered first book in
an action-packed new series. Twenty two years have passed since Kellas, once Captain of the legendary Black Wolves, lost
his King and with him his honor. With the King murdered and the Black Wolves disbanded, Kellas lives as an exile far from
the palace he once guarded with his life. Until Marshal Dannarah, sister to the dead King, comes to him with a plea-rejoin
the palace guard and save her nephew, King Jehosh, before he meets his father's fate. Combining the best of Shogun and
Vikings, Black Wolves is an unmissable treat for epic fantasy lovers everywhere.

The Law of Becoming
“A fabulous interweaving of fantasy, politics, and sisterhood — this unusual, tense tale will have you on the edge of your
seat!” —#1 New York Times bestselling author Tamora Pierce on Crown of Coral and Pearl The Cruel Prince meets Ash
Princess in this thrilling fantasy, the much-anticipated sequel to Crown of Coral and Pearl. Ever since Nor was forced to go
to a nearby kingdom in her sister’s place, she’s wanted nothing more than to return to the place and people she loves. But
when her wish comes true, she soon finds herself cast out from both worlds, with a war on the horizon. As an old enemy
resurfaces more powerful than ever, Nor will have to keep the kingdom from falling apart with the help of Prince Talin and
Nor’s twin sister, Zadie. There are forces within the world more mysterious than any of them ever guessed—and they’ll
need to stay alive long enough to conquer them…

Crown of Vengeance
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“A fabulous interweaving of fantasy, politics, and sisterhood—this unusual, tense tale will have you on the edge of your
seat!”—#1 New York Times bestselling author Tamora Pierce Red Queen meets House of Salt and Sorrow in Mara
Rutherford's debut YA fantasy Crown of Coral and Pearl, which follows a young woman from a village on the sea who must
impersonate her twin on land to save everyone she loves from a tyrannical prince. For generations, the crown princes of
Ilara have married the most beautiful maidens from the ocean village of Varenia. Nor once dreamed of seeing the
mysterious mountain kingdom for herself, but after a childhood accident left her with a scar, she knew her twin sister,
Zadie, would likely be chosen to marry the crown prince. Then Zadie is injured, and Nor is sent to Ilara in her place. She
soon discovers her future husband, Prince Ceren, is as forbidding and cold as his home. And as she grows closer to Ceren’s
brother, Prince Talin, Nor learns of a failing royal bloodline, a murdered queenand a plot to destroy her village. To save her
people, Nor must learn to negotiate the treacherous protocols of a court where lies reign and obsession rulesbut discovering
her own formidable strength may cost her everything she loves. Books in the Crown of Coral and Pearl duology: Crown of
Coral and Pearl Kingdom of Sea and Stone

Spirit Gate
Lost and alone in an unknown country, Alain struggles to survive as he is unwittingly drawn into an ancient conflict between
humankind and their old enemy, the Cursed Ones. Separated from her husband and child, Liath must undergo her greatest
test in a land of exile. Only here can she hope to discover the truth of her parentage and learn the extent of her remarkable
powers. Mourning the loss of his wife, the bastard prince Sanglant seeks his father, King Henry, to warn him about the
conspiracy of powerful sorcerers who wish to destroy the Aoi, the Lost Ones, once and for all - no matter how much
destruction their magic will unleash. But King Henry's gaze is fixed on the throne of Aosta and the imperial crown left
vacant for two generations. As a Quman army, sweeping in from the eastern steppes, ravages the Wendish countryside,
Henry marches south, ignoring the pleas of his beleaguered subjects. The great cataclysm, foretold in the stars, is
approaching. . . . Look out for more information on this book and others on the Orbit website at www.orbitbooks.co.uk

The Initiates of the Flame
Set in an alternate Europe where bloody conflicts rage, the third book of the Crown of Stars epic fantasy series continues
the world-shaking conflict for the survival of humanity It is a crucial time in the war-torn kingdoms of Wendar and Varre, a
moment when even one wrong decision can tilt the balance of events into total disaster. For Sanglant—King Henry’s
son—and Liath—the woman he loves—the offer of both a haven from their enemies and the chance for Liath to study the
ancient lore with those who claim her as their own, seems like the answer they have been seeking. But no place can truly
be safe for them. Both their lives and their love will be at risk when they are forced to choose which pathway each will
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follow—lured by the equally strong demands of politics, forbidden knowledge, and family. Liath, born with a dangerous
power beyond her control, is torn between her longing for Sanglant and the child they are about to have and the call of
sorcery, which can open the way into the land of the Aoi, the Lost Ones. And even as Liath struggles with magic’s seductive
spell, Sanglant’s Aoi mother returns to the mortal world, seeking the son she abandoned as a babe. As the fates of
kingdoms shift with the changing fortunes of those caught up in the dangers of both civil war and continuing attacks by the
nonhuman Eika and the Quman invaders, time is running out for Liath, Sanglant, King Henry, and the people of Wendar and
Varre. For the time of cataclysm is fast approaching—and no one can foretell who will survive—or rule—when it is over….

Crown of Crimson
Cold Steel
In this sparkling debut, magic and mayhem clash with the British elite The Royal Society of Unnatural Philosophers, one of
the most respected organizations throughout all of England, has long been tasked with maintaining magic within His
Majesty’s lands. But lately, the once proper institute has fallen into disgrace, naming an altogether unsuitable gentleman—a
freed slave who doesn’t even have a familiar—as their Sorcerer Royal, and allowing England’s once profuse stores of magic
to slowly bleed dry. At least they haven’t stooped so low as to allow women to practice what is obviously a man’s
profession… At his wit’s end, Zacharias Wythe, Sorcerer Royal of the Unnatural Philosophers and eminently proficient
magician, ventures to the border of Fairyland to discover why England’s magical stocks are drying up. But when his
adventure brings him in contact with a most unusual comrade, a woman with immense power and an unfathomable gift, he
sets on a path which will alter the nature of sorcery in all of Britain—and the world at large…

Poisoned Blade
Gladiator meets Game of Thrones: a royal woman becomes a skilled warrior to destroy her murderous cousin, avenge her
family, and save her kingdom in this first entry in a dazzling fantasy epic from the New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author of the Elemental Assassin series—an enthralling tale that combines magic, murder, intrigue, adventure,
and a hint of romance. In a realm where one’s magical power determines one’s worth, Lady Everleigh’s lack of obvious
ability relegates her to the shadows of the royal court of Bellona, a kingdom steeped in gladiator tradition. Seventeenth in
line for the throne, Evie is nothing more than a ceremonial fixture, overlooked and mostly forgotten. But dark forces are at
work inside the palace. When her cousin Vasilia, the crown princess, assassinates her mother the queen and takes the
throne by force, Evie is also attacked, along with the rest of the royal family. Luckily for Evie, her secret immunity to magic
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helps her escape the massacre. Forced into hiding to survive, she falls in with a gladiator troupe. Though they use their
talents to entertain and amuse the masses, the gladiators are actually highly trained warriors skilled in the art of war,
especially Lucas Sullivan, a powerful magier with secrets of his own. Uncertain of her future—or if she even has one—Evie
begins training with the troupe until she can decide her next move. But as the bloodthirsty Vasilia exerts her power,
pushing Bellona to the brink of war, Evie’s fate becomes clear: she must become a fearsome gladiator herself . . . and kill
the queen.

Children of Blood and Bone
As a terrifying group of fanatics intent on annihilating all those who oppose them spreads across the land, devouring
everything in their path, Mai and Anji, along with a reeve representing the power of the Guardians and a young woman
sworn to the goddess, may be the only ones who can find a way to stop the horde's deadly advance. Reprint.

Heart of Flames
A fierce gladiator queen must face off against her enemies in an epic battle in this next thrilling installment of New York
Times and USA Today bestselling author Jennifer Estep’s Crown of Shards series—an action-packed adventure full of magic,
murderous machinations, courtly intrigue, and pulse-pounding romance. Queen Everleigh Blair of Bellona has survived the
mass murder of the royal family, become a fearsome warrior trained by an elite gladiator troupe, and unleashed her ability
to destroy magic. After surviving yet another assassination attempt orchestrated by the conniving king of Morta, Evie has
had enough. It’s time to turn the tables and take the fight to her enemies. There is no better opportunity to strike than
during the Regalia Games, a time when warriors, nobles, and royals from all the kingdoms come together to compete in
various sporting events. With the help of her loyal friends, Evie goes on the attack at the Regalia, but things don’t turn out
the way she hopes. Soon, she is facing a terrifying new threat, and she will have to dig deep and learn even more about her
growing magic if she has any chance of defeating her foes. Because to secure her throne and ensure her kingdom’s
survival, Evie must think like a true Bellonan: she must outsmart and outwit her enemies . . . and crush the king.

Sorcerer to the Crown
FROM THE ASHES, EVEN THE MONSTERS CAN BE REBORN.Mackenzie wakes up, naked, in front of a burning apartment with
amnesia and a voice in her head telling her to run. But when she takes refuge in a small mountain town, the fire beckons.
The voice in her head has a disturbing psychic connection to the flames. And yet, she can't seem to stay away from Ryan,
the local Fire Chief and bear shifter alpha.Too bad it's a terrible idea to date a fireman when you're harboring an inner
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pyroRyan is on the hunt for the arsonist who's stalking his town. Yet, he can't get his mind off Mackenzie, the sassy new
barista who pours lattes like a dream. When she keeps turning up at increasingly dangerous call-outs, he has to decideIs his
mate the arsonist or merely a soul swept up in the flames?Their sexual charge is through the roof. But their lives, and the
lives of everyone they love, are set to combust if they don't work out the true identity of the arsonist. Because he has a
dark vendetta of his own. One that will not be denied.PYRO, PYRO, BURNING BRIGHT is the first book in a suspense-filled,
paranormal shifter romance series with strong urban fantasy influences. If you like kick-ass female main characters, sexy
bear shifters, troubled villains, sizzling romances, and high-stakes adventures packed with mystery then you'll love Miri
Stone's PHOENIX CREW series.This is a full length novel (133k words) and written for mature audiences (18+ only please!)
It includes explicit sex scenes, frequent cussing, psychic magical powers and hot growly alpha males bumping up against
sassy heroines who can hold their own.What readers are saying about Miri Stone and her debut PYRO, PYRO, BURNING
BRIGHT:"Wow, what a debut novel truly magnificent! If I could give her more than 5 stars I would--5 STARS!""This book is
not good, it is excellent. Shook me to the core--5 STARS!""We have a hard time believing this is the debut novel of this
author There is so much depth in this book and really allows the reader to escape and feel as if they have become part of
the storyline. You are left at the end feeling so satisfied with what you have read, yet yearning for more--5 Stars" Coffee For
Two Book Review.

River Stone
In this thrilling sequel to World Fantasy Award finalist Kate Elliott's bestselling young adult debut Court of Fives, a girl
immersed in a high-stakes competition holds the fate of a kingdom in her hands. Jessamy is moving up the ranks of the
Fives--the complex athletic contest favored by the lowliest Commoners and the loftiest Patrons in her embattled kingdom.
Pitted against far more formidable adversaries, success is Jes's only option, as her prize money is essential to keeping her
hidden family alive. She leaps at the change to tour the countryside and face more competitors, but then a fatal attack on
her traveling party puts Jes at the center of the war that Lord Kalliarkos--the prince she still loves--is fighting against their
country's enemies. With a sinister overlord watching her every move and Kal's life on the line, Jes must now become more
than a Fives champion.She must become a warrior.

The Crown's Game
In this stunning conclusion to the epic New York Timesbestselling Lightbringer series, kingdoms clash as Kip struggles to
escape his family's shadow in order to protect the land and people he loves. Gavin Guile, once the most powerful man the
world had ever seen, has been laid low. He's lost his magic, and now he is on a suicide mission. Failure will condemn the
woman he loves. Success will condemn his entire empire. As the White King springs his great traps and the Chromeria itself
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is threatened by treason and siege, Kip Guile must gather his forces, rally his allies, and scramble to return for one
impossible final stand. The long-awaited epic conclusion of Brent Weeks's New York Times bestselling Lightbringer series.
Lightbringer The Black Prism The Blinding Knife The Broken Eye The Blood MirrorThe Burning White For more from Brent
Weeks, check out: Night Angel The Way of Shadows Shadow's Edge Beyond the Shadows The Night Angel Trilogy: 10th
Anniversary EditionNight Angel: The Complete Trilogy (omnibus) Perfect Shadow: A Night Angel Novella The Way of
Shadows: The Graphic Novel

Kingdom of Sea and Stone
#1 New York Times Bestseller Oprah's Book Club Selection The “extraordinary . . . monumental masterpiece” (Booklist) that
changed the course of Ken Follett’s already phenomenal career. Look out for the prequel, The Evening and the Morning,
coming from Viking in September 2020. “Follett risks all and comes out a clear winner,” extolled Publishers Weekly on the
release of The Pillars of the Earth. A departure for the bestselling thriller writer, the historical epic stunned readers and
critics alike with its ambitious scope and gripping humanity. Today, it stands as a testament to Follett’s unassailable
command of the written word and to his universal appeal. The Pillars of the Earth tells the story of Philip, prior of
Kingsbridge, a devout and resourceful monk driven to build the greatest Gothic cathedral the world has known . . . of Tom,
the mason who becomes his architect—a man divided in his soul . . . of the beautiful, elusive Lady Aliena, haunted by a
secret shame . . . and of a struggle between good and evil that will turn church against state and brother against brother. A
spellbinding epic tale of ambition, anarchy, and absolute power set against the sprawling medieval canvas of twelfthcentury England, this is Ken Follett’s historical masterpiece.

Cold Magic
When orphaned elfin child Varuthir discovers that she is the last survivor of her house and destined to destroy the hundred
kingdoms, she makes many sacrifices on her way to becoming the powerful Queen Vielissiar Farcarinon.

Notre-Dame
Liath, burdened with the knowledge that a cataclysmic event is approaching, finds her way back to Sanglant after four
years, while Alain's life is in the hands of the Eika leader Stronghand, who saves him from a terrible fate. Reprint.

Crown of Coral and Pearl
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Veronyka, Tristan, and Sev must stop the advancing empire from destroying the Phoenix Riders in this fiery sequel to Crown
of Feathers, which #1 New York Times bestselling author Kendare Blake calls “absolutely unforgettable!” You are a
daughter of queens. The world is balanced on the edge of a knife, and war is almost certain between the empire and the
Phoenix Riders. Like Nefyra before you, your life will be a trial by fire. Veronyka finally got her wish to join the Riders, but
while she’s supposed to be in training, all she really wants to do is fly out to defend the villages of Pyra from the advancing
empire. Tristan has been promoted to Master Rider, but he has very different ideas about the best way to protect their
people than his father, the commander. Sev has been sent to spy on the empire, but maintaining his cover may force him
to fight on the wrong side of the war. And Veronyka’s sister, Val, is determined to regain the empire she lost—even if it
means inciting the war herself. Such is your inheritance. A name. A legacy. An empire in ruin. As tensions reach a boiling
point, the characters all find themselves drawn together into a fight that will shape the course of the empire—and
determine the future of the Phoenix Riders. Each must decide how far they’re willing to go—and what they’re willing to lose
in the process. I pray you are able to pass through the flames.

The Crown
Alison Quinn, Countess of Waxwold, is content with her bookish life-until she's summoned to be a lady-in-waiting to the
Queen of Tremontane's mother for six months. Even the prospect of access to the Royal Library doesn't seem enough to
make up for her sacrifice, but Alison is prepared to do her service to the Crown. What she's not prepared for is Prince
Anthony North, Queen Zara's playboy brother, who's accustomed to getting what he wants-including the Countess of
Waxwold. When the fallout from an unfortunate public encounter throws the two of them together, Alison has no interest in
becoming the Prince's next conquest. But as the weeks pass, Alison discovers there's more to Anthony than she-or herealized, and their dislike becomes friendship, and then something more-until disaster drives Alison away, swearing never
to return. Then Alison is summoned by the Queen again, this time to serve as Royal Librarian. A threat to Tremontane's
government, with her treasured Library at stake, draws Alison into the conflictand into contact with Anthony once more.
Can they work together to save the Royal Library and Tremontane? And can she open her heart to love again?

The Bastard Prince
Pandora, of the River People, wants more than her village can provide. When disaster comes to her people, Pan has the
opportunity to become their saviour and escape her inevitable pairing with life-long friend Matthew. She wants to make her
own choices. Deep in her soul, she believes there is something more out there, beyond the boundaries, especially since she
encountered the hunter of the Mountain People.
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Cold Fire
The first novel of the acclaimed Sun Sword series introduces readers to a war-torn world of noble houses divided and
demon lords unleashed Tor Leonne—the heart of the Dominion of Annagar, where the games of state are about to become
a matter of life and death—and where those who seek to seize the crown will be forced to league with a treacherously
cunning ally. Tor Leonne, ancestral seat of power, where Serra Diora Maria di’Marano—the most sought-after beauty in the
land, a woman betrayed by all she holds dear—may strike the first blow to change the future of the Dominion and Empire
alike. Averalaan Aramarelas—that most ancient of civilized cities, the home of the Essalieyan Imperial court, has long been
a center of magics both dark and bright. And though the Empire won its last war with the Dominion, and survived a
devastating, magic-fueled battle with a far deadlier foe, both those victories were not without their cost. But now the realm
is on the brink of a far greater confrontation, faced with an unholy alliance that could spell the end of freedom for all
mortalkind.

Black Wolves
Crown Of Stars
Raise. Your. Phantom. In a world on the brink of the next Great Dying, no amount of training can prepare us for what is to
come A young heir will raise the most powerful phantom in all of Baiseen. A dangerous High Savant will do anything to
control the nine realms. A mysterious and deadly Mar race will steal children into the sea. And a handsome guide with far
too many secrets will make me fall in love. My name is Ash. A lowly scribe meant to observe and record. And yet I think I’m
destined to surprise us all.

The Pillars of the Earth
Second in line for succession to the throne, Prince Dagnarus will have his crownand his queen -- though his heart's prize is a
married elfin beauty. Let his hated half-brother Prince Helmos and the Dominion Lords dare to oppose him. For Dagnarus's
most loyal servant has ventured into the terrible darkness, where lies the most potent talisman in the realm. And once it is
in the dark prince's hand, no power will deter his Destiny.

The Broken Crown
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A New York Times bestseller! In this imaginative escape into enthralling new lands, World Fantasy Award finalist Kate
Elliott's first bestselling young adult novel weaves an epic story of a girl struggling to do what she loves in a society
suffocated by rules of class and privilege. Jessamy's life is a balance between acting like an upper-class Patron and
dreaming of the freedom of the Commoners. But away from her family she can be whoever she wants when she sneaks out
to train for The Fives, an intricate, multilevel athletic competition that offers a chance for glory to the kingdom's best
contenders. Then Jes meets Kalliarkos, and an unlikely friendship between two Fives competitors--one of mixed race and
the other a Patron boy--causes heads to turn. When Kal's powerful, scheming uncle tears Jes's family apart, she'll have to
test her new friend's loyalty and risk the vengeance of a royal clan to save her mother and sisters from certain death.

Court of Fives
Leaving her Dominican Order to stand by a cousin who has been condemned to death by Henry VIII, novice Joanna Stafford
and her father are arrested and ordered by the Bishop of Winchester to recover a religious artifact believed to hold a sacred
power.

Pyro, Pyro, Burning Bright
Zelie Adebola remembers when the soil of Or sha hummed with magic. Burners ignited flames, Tiders beckoned waves, and
Zelie s Reaper mother summoned forth souls. But everything changed the night magic disappeared. Under the orders of a
ruthless king, maji were killed, leaving Zelie without a mother and her people without hope.

Prince of Dogs
The profound emotion felt around the world upon seeing images of Notre-Dame in flames opens up a series of questions:
Why was everyone so deeply moved? Why does Notre-Dame so clearly crystallise what our civilisation is about? What
makes ‘Our Lady of Paris’ the soul of a nation and a symbol of human achievement? What is it that speaks so directly to us
today? In answer, Agnès Poirier turns to the defining moments in Notre-Dame’s history. Beginning with the laying of the
corner stone in 1163, she recounts the conversion of Henri IV to Catholicism, the coronation of Napoleon, Victor Hugo’s
nineteenth-century campaign to preserve the cathedral, Baron Haussmann’s clearing of the streets in front of it, the
Liberation in 1944, the 1950s film of The Hunchback of Notre-Dame, starring Gina Lollobrigida and Anthony Quinn, and the
state funeral of Charles de Gaulle, before returning to the present. The conflict over Notre-Dame’s reconstruction promises
to be fierce. Nothing short of a cultural war is already brewing between the wise and the daring, the sincere and the
opportunist, historians and militants, the devout and secularists. It is here that Poirier reveals the deep malaise – gilet
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jaunes and all – at the heart of the France.

The Burning White
The fantastic conclusion to the Spiritwalker trilogy! Trouble, treachery, and magic just won't stop plaguing Cat Barahal. The
Master of the Wild Hunt has stolen her husband Andevai. The ruler of the Taino kingdom blames her for his mother's
murder. The infamous General Camjiata insists she join his army to help defeat the cold mages who rule Europa. An
enraged fire mage wants to kill her. And Cat, her cousin Bee, and her half-brother Rory, aren't even back in Europa yet,
where revolution is burning up the streets. Revolutions to plot. Enemies to crush. Handsome men to rescue. Cat and Bee
have their work cut out for them.

Crush the King
The New York Times‒best-selling series! "Carson joins the ranks of writers like Kristin Cashore, Megan Whalen Turner, and
Tamora Pierce as one of YA's best writers of high fantasy."—Locus In the deeply satisfying conclusion to the bestselling Girl
of Fire and Thorns trilogy, seventeen-year-old sorcerer-queen Elisa travels into the unknown realm of the enemy to win
back her true love, save her country, and uncover the final secrets of her destiny. Elisa is a fugitive in her own country. Her
enemies have stolen the man she loves in order to lure her to the gate of darkness. As she and her daring companions take
one last quest into unknown enemy territory to save Hector, Elisa will face hardships she's never imagined. And she will
discover secrets about herself and her world that could change the course of history. She must rise up as champion—a
champion to those who have hated her most. Riveting, surprising, and achingly romantic, Rae Carson has spun a bold and
powerful conclusion to her extraordinary trilogy.

King's Dragon
The captivating, bestselling Spirit Gate swept readers into the turbulent world of the Hundred, where the peace and order of
life under the protection of the immortal Guardians has given way to chaos and violence. In the face of a vast horde of
marauders led by a rogue Guardian, the bravery and resourcefulness of a lone eagle-reeve and others who risk their lives
for the common good have prevented death and destruction from overwhelming the Hundred. Now in Shadow Gate, the
enthralling sequel, the source of corruption of the Guardians is still a mystery to the mortals who fight to withstand the
forces that have turned against them. And when three new Guardians emerge, a struggle begins among the immortals, with
nothing less at stake than the future of the land and its gods. With all the color, excitement, and narrative power that have
made Kate Elliott an enormously popular writer, Shadow Gate weaves a powerful spell of action, romance, and magic that
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will entrance legions of readers. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

In the Ruins
Set in an alternate Europe where bloody conflicts rage, the first book of the Crown of Stars epic fantasy series chronicles a
world-shaking conflict for the survival of humanity It begins with civil war. For though King Henry still holds the crown of
Wendar, his reign has long been contested by his sister Sabella. There are many eager to flock to her banner, and there are
ways to make even the most unwilling lord into a weapon pointed at the heart of Henry’s realm. Torn by internal strife,
Wendar also faces deadly raids from the north by an inhuman race, the Eika. And now terrifying portents are being seen;
old ruins restored to life under the light of the full moon and peopled by the long-vanished Lost Ones; dark spirits walking
the land in broad daylight. And suddenly two innocents are about to be thrust into the middle of the conflict. Liath, who has
spent her early years fleeing from unknown enemies, is a young woman with the power to change the course of history if
she can only learn to master her fear and seize what is rightfully hers. While Alain, a young man who may find his future in
a vision granted by the Lady of Battles, must first unravel the mystery of who he is—whether the bastard son of a noble
father, the half-breed child of an elfin lord, the unwanted get of a whore, or the heir to a proud and ancient lineage. For only
when he discovers the truth can he accept the destiny for which he was born. Liath and Alain, each trapped in a personal
struggle for survival, both helplessly being drawn into a far greater battle, a war in which sorcery not swords will determine
the final outcome, and the land itself may be irrevocably reshaped by the forces unleashed.

Child Of Flame
The Wild Hunt is stirring - and the dragons are finally waking from their long sleep Cat Barahal was the only survivor of the
flood that took her parents. Raised by her extended family, she and her cousin, Bee, are unaware of the dangers that
threaten them both. Though they are in beginning of the Industrial Age, magic - and the power of the Cold Mages - still hold
sway. Now, betrayed by her family and forced to marry a powerful Cold Mage, Cat will be drawn into a labyrinth of politics.
There she will learn the full ruthlessness of the rule of the Cold Mages. What do the Cold Mages want from her? And who will
help Cat in her struggle against them?

The Burning Stone
Cat Barahal and her beloved cousin Bee think they have reached a safe place to shelter. But the Cold Mages who are
conspiring to take them prisoner are closing in. The warlord who hopes to conquer all Europa is convinced their destiny is to
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aid him, whether they want to or not. And the man Cat was forced to marry is back, as vainly arrogant and annoyingly
handsome as ever. Worst of all, as Hallows' Night approaches, powers hidden deep within the spirit world are rising. Cat
must seek allies against these threats and figure out who to trust, for if she makes the wrong choices, she'll lose everything.
Only one thing is certain. When Hallows' Night comes the Wild Hunt will ride- and it feeds on mortal blood.

Shadow Gate
Prince of Dogs returns readers to the war-torn kingdoms of Wendar and Varre, and the intertwined destinies of: Alain, raised
in humble surroundings but now the Count's heir; Liath, who struggles to unravel the secrets of her past while evading the
traps set for her by those seeking the treasure she hides; Sanglant, believed dead by those who could save him, but
actually a prisoner in the city of Gent; and Fifth Son, who now builds an army to do his father's bidding--or his own!

Crown of Bones
In this electrifying finale to Kate Elliott’s Novels of the Jaran, the fight against the alien Chapalii empire comes to an
exhilarating end. Charles Soerensen is the human who dared to take on the powerful Chapalii empire. When his plot for a
revolt failed, instead of being punished he received a high-ranking title and authority over a whole system of planets—but
this did nothing to change his revolutionary inclinations. In this final book, the story of Tess, Ilya, and Charles comes to its
stunning conclusion as new generations get involved in the intrigue, Earth’s exiled jaran people resurface, and the Chapalii
overlords make one last, unexpected move. The Law of Becoming is the final volume of the Novels of the Jaran, which begin
with Jaran, An Earthly Crown, and His Conquering Sword.

Kill the Queen
The threatened cataclysm has occurred, and physical devastation vies with political disruption for Prince Sanglant's
attention as he and Liath strive to bring back daylight and a new order to the chaos.

The Gathering Storm
A young king manipulated by evil hands becomes a champion of justice when a magical pretender to the throne challenges
his sovereignty For six years, forces of evil and repression have ruled medieval Gwynedd after eliminating two rightful kings
of the Haldane line. Keeping the current young liege, King Rhys Michael, weak with wine, the council of regents and its
fanatical allies in the church have been virtually unstoppable in their quest to dominate and destroy the mystical Deryni
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who share their land. But now a credible threat has arisen: A Deryni claimant to the throne has taken up arms against the
cruel oppressors of his magical race. With a mighty army at his command, Prince Marek—the bastard son of King Imre,
Gwynedd’s last Deryni ruler—has challenged the Haldane reign, and Rhys Michael’s masters realize the young king must be
roused from his stupor to confront the interloper. However, the young Haldane monarch is not the malleable, drunken
puppet the regents imagine—and when his long-dormant arcane powers are awakened, Rhys Michael will put his own
clandestine plans in motion to right the wrongs of recent history no matter what the cost. The fourth trilogy in Katherine
Kurtz’s magnificent chronicles of the Deryni concludes with awesome power in this stirring tale of war, faith, magic, and
justice. Populated by a large cast of unforgettable characters, the thrilling history of an alternate medieval world unfolds in
all its epic splendor and tragedy, strongly reaffirming Kurtz’s well-deserved place among the finest storytellers and worldbuilders in all of fantasy fiction.

The Bitter Kingdom
Set in an alternate Europe where bloody conflicts rage, the final book of the Crown of Stars epic fantasy series concludes
the world-shaking conflict for the survival of humanity In the wake of the cataclysm that has reshaped the very lands,
Sanglant is struggling to legitimize his own rulership and Liath’s status as his wife and consort, even as others are leaguing
against him…. The Aoi are carrying out random attacks on the humans and implicating Sanglant as their leader…. While
Liath, searching for forbidden magics, is unexpectedly beset by enemies she may not be able to withstand…. Stronghand is
on a march of conquest that will inevitably lead into the heart of Sanglant’s realm…. Adelheid has made an unholy alliance
with the treacherous Antonia, who, with the deadly galla at her command, is prepared to strike at Liath, Sanglant, or
anyone who threatens her plans…. Sabella and Duke Conrad have also marshaled their forces and are moving to seize the
crown from Sanglant…. And Alain must take his own stand against the Lady of Battles if he is to have any hope of
redeeming this war- and magic-torn world….
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